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Image-processing systems are applied at many stages of production lines, such as manufacturing/assembly and visual inspection. Because changes take place frequently in production lines,
as in facility or component alterations, image-processing programs need to be developed and/
or modified promptly to accommodate those changes. Using one of the machine learning techniques—Genetic Programming—Fujitsu Laboratories is pursuing the development of technology
to automatically create image-processing programs simply by feeding in input images and the
correct data that is the intended processing result. One of the biggest challenges in applying
genetic programming to production lines was the learning speed. In tackling this challenge,
we attempted to restrict the hierarchical depth of the program structure, and developed an appropriate evaluation method according to the shapes of target objects and an auto-selection
system for the necessary learning data. As a result, we succeeded in generating an automatic
program for high-precision image processing applied to alignment technology in component
assembling equipment while managing to reduce the time required for the learning process to
one-tenth that of conventional systems. In this paper, we explain this technology to automatically generate an image-processing program, and describe the evaluation of its application to a
production site.

1. Introduction
In the factory automation field, image-processing
technology using cameras has been introduced for
various applications, such as product manufacturing/assembly and visual inspection. In recent years,
automation through the use of robots has been progressing, particularly for post-processes, and there has
been a rising need to meet requirements in terms of
quality improvement and flexible high-mix low-volume
production. To this end, improvements of the performance and versatility of image-processing technology
are strongly desired.
The process of development and modification of
image-processing programs for manufacturing equipment is shown in Figure 1. During the start-up of
manufacturing equipment, image-processing program
developers create a program according to its intended
purpose(s) while checking the images captured by
the camera(s). If high-accuracy measurement of the
distance between component A and component B of
a given product in a captured image is desired, they
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create an image-processing program that detects
the straight edges of each component. As the developed manufacturing equipment goes on producing
products, the lighting conditions might change due
to adjustments made to the equipment or simply the
passage of time, causing a change in brightness of the
captured images. Because the detection performance
of the image-processing program drops as a result, it
becomes necessary to adjust the various parameters of
the program. Moreover, besides changes in the equipment environment, the specifications of the products
themselves change also. Therefore, simply adjusting
the parameters might not be enough, and it may be
necessary to rebuild the program.
When unexpected external factors such as described above arise, developers go to the production
site, and while they are modifying the program, all
too often production efficiency drops or the production
line stops altogether. Were it possible to automatically
modify programs at the production site, situations requiring program adjustment could be handled quickly
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at any time. Therefore, for the purpose of quick market
launches and the stabilization of mass production quality, technology that allows automatic program creation
and modification at production sites without any professional knowledge is desired.

2. Technology for automatic generation
of image-processing programs
As a technology for the automatic generation of
image-processing programs, automatic construction
of tree-structural image transformation (ACTIT),1),2)
which applies genetic programming (GP),3) a machine
learning technique, to image programming, has been
proposed. This technique automatically generates tree
structure programs for the intended purpose by treating
image-processing programs as tree structure programs
configured of multiple basic image-processing functions and optimizing combinations of such functions
through GP on a computer.
The more varied the types and the greater the
number of image-processing functions, which are
the basic constituents, the better it is for automatically generating programs for diverse purposes, but
this results in the buildup of an enormous number
of combinations of tree structure programs at great
computational cost (in terms of time). Using existing technology, it takes about 3 or 4 days to create
the desired image-processing program, which, considering application to production sites, inevitably

Captured image

causes a drop in production efficiency during the program creation period. Given that quick improvement
of production efficiency is desired, making automatic
program creation technology work faster is crucial.
Further, methods to evaluate whether the programs created through automatic program creation
with GP are suitable for the intended use also need
to be developed. Since existing technology is designed to convert input images into different images,
image quality based program evaluation methods are
used. However, such evaluation methods cannot be
applied for purposes other than image conversion,
such as shape recognition and judgment processing.
Moreover, program evaluation requires multiple input
images as learning data. These input images should
ideally constitute a body of images that depict a variety
of content under many different lighting conditions.
For that reason, evaluation methods designed for the
intended purpose as well as methods allowing efficient
selection of learning data are needed.
This paper describes a technique for the automatic creation of image-processing programs that
was developed for application to production lines and
meets all the above requirements.

3. Developed technology
Figure 2 shows an outline of the newly developed
technology for the automatic creation of image-processing programs through GP. In this technology, each
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Image-processing program development and modification process.
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image-processing program is considered to consist of a
combination of basic image-processing functions, and
to have a tree structure that yields one output result
per input image. To create a program, it is necessary
to prepare in advance, as learning data, input images
for learning, and the target images that one wants the
program to automatically generate as the correct output result. The flow of tree structure optimization by
GP is explained below. First, multiple programs built at
random (initial individuals) are generated to form the
parent program. Then, two of the parent programs are
selected, crossover operation that interchanges parts
of the programs’ structures, and mutation operation
that causes local structure alterations, are performed
to generate new programs as children (evolution).
The outputs results of the generated programs and
the target images are compared, and the fitness score
used to evaluate the performance of the programs
is calculated. Then, depending on their fitness, the
child programs are used as next-generation parents
(generation change). The aim is to achieve program
structures of high fitness that output processing results
close to the target images by repeating this process of
evolution and generation change.
This section describes the newly developed program generation method, evaluation method, and

Selection

learning data selection method for application to production lines.
1) Method of program generation by hierarchization
The number of image-processing functions, which
are the basic constituents for combinations, and the
size of the tree structure are both important for the
generation of image-processing programs for various
purposes. However, as these increase, so does the
number of combinations explosively increase, and as a
result, the learning time required until the automatic
generation of programs of suitable fitness for the intended application grows longer. Considering this,
shortening the learning time by specifying the general
flow of image processing for the intended application
in advance, and setting a limit on the number of combinations of the tree structure, was sought.
Figure 3 shows the program structure hierarchized in line with the general processing flow and
a sample list of image-processing functions at each
level. In general image recognition, preprocessing is
performed through a flow that consists in enhancing
the features of the recognition target, and after these
features have been extracted through threshold processing, by forming their shape through binary image
processing. Image-processing functions, which are the
program constituents, also can be divided into three
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Automatic program generation by genetic programming.
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Hierarchization of processing procedure.

main types, i.e. feature enhancement processing,
threshold processing, and binary image processing.
Thus acceleration of learning by narrowing down selection candidates by setting constraints in such a way
that the above-described flow is not disrupted, when
carrying out crossovers and mutations during the process of parent program generation and evolution in the
early learning phase, was aimed for.
2) Program evaluation method according to shape
If the program to be automatically generated is
to perform shape detection processing for shapes such
as straight lines and circles, the ultimate goals is not
to obtain images consisting of extracted shapes, but
detection of the position and inclination of the shapes.
The evaluation of programs for detecting straight
lines is explained below. The conventional evaluation
method compares the target image and output image
pixel by pixel. If this method is applied for straight line
detection, images obtained by extracting the straight
line parts might be prepared as target images. In that
case, there is the problem that the evaluation criteria
of the program change depending on the thickness or
length of the straight lines.
To solve this problem, a technique to perform
evaluation not through pixel-by-pixel comparison but
instead using parameters such as the position and inclination of the extracted straight lines was developed.4)
This allows evaluation of program performance by
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using the final output result according to the purpose
as the evaluation index.
3) Learning data selection method
The proposed technology evaluates program performance by using several sets of learning data. For
that reason, automatically generated programs often
are ineffective for images with features that differ from
the learning data. Further, in the case of automatic
generation using a large amount of learning data, the
learning period grows greatly, which is problematic
from an operation viewpoint. Therefore, to automatically and quickly generate programs that have good
performance, learning needs to take place after the
suitable selection of learning data that grasps the features of the images acquired from the manufacturing
equipment.
The flow of the automatic selection of learning data under the proposed technology is described
below. First, the respective image feature amounts
are calculated from several hundred captured images
taken from the manufacturing equipment. Given
that most of the image-processing functions that are
program constituents are spatial filters, and that the
overall image features are brightness and texture,5)
the average luminance, luminance histogram, spatial
frequency component and the like are selected for use
for the image feature amount. Next, normalization
and clustering are applied to each feature amount. The
FUJITSU Sci. Tech. J., Vol. 52, No. 1 (January 2016)
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k-means method is used as the clustering method here.
As the result of clustering, the center sample of the feature space is selected as learning data. The distribution
of each captured image in the feature space and an
example of the image selected for each class are shown
in Figure 4. Captured images are broadly divided into
two groups, and in the group with both a strong spatial
frequency component and average luminance, each of
the samples can be seen to consist of images that have
an extremely bright left border and depict the capture
target as having a characteristic pattern. As a result,
learning data that grasps the target features can be
selected.
Use of the above three technologies allows automatic generation of high-performance programs with a
learning time of just a few hours.

4. Evaluation of application of the
developed technology to production
lines
To verify the validity of this technology, the proposed automatic program generation technology was
applied to the image recognition unit of component assembly equipment, and its performance was evaluated.
The purpose of the image recognition was to measure
the distance between component A and component B
in the capture image in Figure 1, and it was decided
to automatically generate a program for detecting the
straight edge on the component A side. The learning

data was to consist of the images captured on the
same equipment and the edge position information on
these images, and 8 sets of images out of the sample
data consisting of about 300 images were selected by
the above-described automatic selection technique for
learning data. For the edge position information, each
image was displayed on a screen and the coordinates
of two points on each edge were taught. The program
hierarchy limit and image-processing functions serving
as constituents shown in Figure 3 were selected for use,
and for evaluation of the program, three parameters,
i.e. the position and inclination of the detected straight
lines, and the gradient direction of the edge, were selected to calculate the fitness of the program.
The time required for automatic generation was
found to be approximately 8 hours, a reduction by a
factor of 10 compared with conventional methods.
Figure 5 shows the structure of the program generated
using the proposed technology and the recognition
results obtained from the captured images. As seen
from the output result, the generated program extracted the edge on the component A side in white,
and the recognition result correctly shows the edge.
Further, verification of the component A edge detection
performance by applying the automatically generated
program to the 300 evaluation image samples that
were not used for learning showed that, in all samples,
straight lines were recognized with an accuracy level
meeting specification requirements. Notwithstanding
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Figure 4
Automatic selection by image feature amount.
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Figure 5
Automatic program generation result.

observable contamination of components, chipped
edges, and differences in brightness in the evaluation
images, performance was not affected and correct edge
detection was performed. Based on the above, it was
confirmed that high-performance programs can be
generated quickly by this technology.
Further, a trial evaluation was conducted on an
actual production line by using the present technology
for 5 positioning tasks performed by component assembling equipment. This evaluation showed that learning
at start-up and relearning when modifications occur can
be done in 8 hours or less. Thus, equipment adjustment and performance verification work that previously
took approximately one week to accomplish by hand
can be taken care of in one night through automatic
program generation using the proposed technology,
which demonstrates that the learning period is fully
practicable. As for the straight line recognition performance of the automatically generated program, an
approximate doubling of position recognition accuracy
was achieved compared with positioning tasks that
until now could not be automated, and straight line
position recognition error was within specification requirements, with a recognition rate of 97% or higher.
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Further, reduction of assembly work time by two-thirds
through automation of the positioning process was
achieved as a secondary effect.

5. Conclusion
This paper describes automatic generation technology for image-processing programs based on genetic
programming developed by Fujitsu Laboratories, and a
trial evaluation of this technology applied to a production line. An evaluation method using a hierarchy limit
for the program structure and shape parameters was
established through this trial evaluation, and the fact
that it is possible to quickly generate high-performance
programs through the introduction of an automatic
selection technique for learning data based on image
feature amount was also established.
Going forward, we aim to further enhance this
technology for automatically generating all kinds of
image recognition programs, and to expand the scope
of application of the developed technology beyond just
positioning.
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